Course Information:

Course Description:
This course introduces students to the field of memory politics and focuses on the memorials, monuments, museums, and sites of historical significance. We will examine the politics of how governments and different segments of society decide to memorialize historical human rights abuses, the perpetrators of those abuses, and the individuals who were directly affected by those abuses. In addition to learning about different theoretical frameworks of memory politics, students will examine real-world examples of memorials, monuments, museums and historical sites that invite people to remember historical human rights abuses. We will also (COVID permitting) visit local memorials, monuments, museums, and historical sites in order to see how memory politics is playing out in the city of Birmingham. By studying the design, creation, use, and destruction of memorials, monuments, museums, and historical sites, students will learn how to interpret the political signals that these structures send, to identify the political motivations behind the supporters and opponents of memory sites, and to understand how physical structures affect political culture, democracy, reconciliation, and security.

***Content Warning:***
Please note that many of the memorials, museums, and sites of memory we will be talking about are places that aim to remember horrific human rights abuses. Many of the readings will discuss atrocities. Some will include disturbing images. If you want specifics about the potentially upsetting content of any of the assigned readings / videos before you complete them, do not hesitate to ask me. You may opt to skip a reading here or there, and that’s fine—your mental and emotional wellbeing are more important than completing an assignment. That said, if you are not currently able to complete at least 75% of the readings or participate in discussions of those
readings due to content concerns, I strongly encourage you to enroll in a different course. Take care of yourself. Choose classes that will push you to grow in a positive way, not ones that cause you undue distress.

Course Objectives:
Upon successful completion of this course, you will be able to:
- Explain the political motivations behind designing, constructing, and/or preserving different memorials, museums, and other historical sites of memory
- Identify circumstances and characteristics that make physical sites of memory either politically effective or ineffective
- Understand how politicians and members of society use (and misuse) memorials, monuments, and memory sites
- Evaluate the effects that memorialization projects have on political culture, democracy, reconciliation, and security
- Develop an assessment of what kinds of memorials, monuments, and memory sites would promote democracy and reconciliation in a particular country, given that country’s unique political, cultural, economic, and historical context

Required Text and Course Materials:
There is no required textbook for this course. Instead, you will be reading journal articles and some articles from newspapers and other outlets. Almost all of these will be posted on Canvas and/or the links will be provided in the syllabus. Some texts are also available through the UAB library. It is your responsibility to check Canvas to make sure you have read everything assigned for a given class. If there are any links on the syllabus do not work for you, use the titles and authors provided in the syllabus to google the articles and find them that way. If that still doesn’t work, ask me for help.

Graded Assignments & Activities Overview:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignments &amp; Activities</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Reactions (10 of them)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience + Guest Lecture Writeups</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Project Step 1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Project Step 2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignments &amp; Activities</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Project Step 3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Exam (your final presentation)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WEEKLY COURSE SCHEDULE:**

*Introduction and Theory*

**August 24**—Go over syllabus, introductions

**August 26**—Introduction—Memorials, monuments, museums, and sites of memory: Why do we have them, and what do they do?
Have read (36pp. pp = “pages”):
     - 2 copies available in Sterne Library; most of the text is also available for free on Google Books. You can also get used copies online for about $4-10.

**August 31**—Ontological Security: Example of China and Japan
Have read (20pp):

*National Memory Narratives*

**September 2**—Poland
Have read and watched (17pp of reading, 26min of a radio story):
~You will understand these 5 readings best if you go in the order listed~
  1. Gwozdz-Pallokat, Magdalena. 2019. *“When Poland Was Lost: The Soviet Invasion 80 Years Ago.”* Deutsche Welle, 17 September. (3pp)


**September 7**—Guest Lecture on Turkey from Dr. Katie Aha

Have read:

1. Start watching *Tickling Giants*, available through Kanopy (go to the UAB Library website, then go to Databases, search for Kanopy, then search for Tickling Giants. The film is 2 hours long, so try to watch an hour by Sept 7 in preparation for our class on Sept 9.)

**September 9**—Egypt

Have finished watching *Tickling Giants* (2 hourlong film) on Kanopy

*Monuments and Memorials: The Politics of Putting Them Up*

**Sept 14**—Memorialization and Democracy

***Guest Lecture Writeup 1 (Dr. Aha) Due***

Have read the following article (33pp):


**September 16**—Uganda and Peru

Have read **either**:


~OR~

Journal on Social History and Literature in Latin America, 5 (1): 108-134.

***If you want to read both, that's great, too!

**September 21—Holocaust and WWII Memorials: Germany—Jewish Memorials**

Read and watch:

1. “A Jew Among the Germans,” Frontline PBS (55 minutes)

**September 23—Germany—Memorials for Sinti and Roma**

Have read and watched (about 20pp and 8 min of video):

1. “#RomaRemember: Joint International Campaign for Roma and Sinti Holocaust Remembrance 2020.” 2020. European Roma Institute for Arts and Culture, 3 August. (3 minutes)
4. “Chancellor Merkel Inaugurates a Memorial to Roma and Sinti.” 2012. Deutsche Welle, 24 October. (2 pages, with pictures)
5. Görtz, Birgit. “Can a Memorial End Discrimination?” Deutsche Welle, 23 October. (3 pages, with pictures)
8. Either watch this video (it’s 2 minutes long) or read the article: Von Richthofen, Luisa, and Grzegorz Szymanowski. 2020. “Sinti and Roma Fear for their Holocaust Memorial in Berlin.” Deutsche Welle, 31 July.

**September 28—Colombia**

Watch (46 minutes):

   ***Content Warning: Some graphic imagery. Use your discretion***
2. Salcedo, Doris. 2020. “Fragmentos.” Museo Nacional de Colombia, 27 July. 24 minutes. ***Content Warning: This video is about a memorial to women harmed by sexual violence in Colombia’s internal conflict. If
watching this will negatively affect your wellbeing, you do not have to watch it.***

Memorials and Monuments: The Politics of Taking Them Down

**Sept 30—**No Class; I will be at the American Political Science Association Conference

**Oct 5—**Former USSR

***Due date for Final Project Step 1***

Read (26 pages):


**Oct 7—South Africa**

Have read (27 pages, there are lots of photographs):


**Oct 12—United States; Field Trip Day to visit Linn Park and Jefferson County Courthouse**

1. Read the article “A Confederate Statue Graveyard Could Help Bury the Old South,” by Jordan Brasher and Derek H. Alderman. Then, either watch this PBS documentary or read the 3 articles listed below it:
   a. The Neutral Ground, a POV Documentary from PBS. ***Warning:*** This film contains graphic imagery, offensive language, violence, and discussions of police brutality, slavery, and racism against Black and Jewish Americans. If that will negatively affect your wellbeing, then read the following three articles instead: ***

Museums

Oct 14—Introduction to Museums
Have read (29 pages):
   b. “Memorial Museums: The Emergence of a New Form,” pp. 12-29

Oct 19—Case Study 1: Vietnam
***Field Trip Writeup (Linn Park) Due***
Have read (14 pages):

Oct 21—Case Study 2: Alabama
Alabama- Guest Lecture or Field Trip to Birmingham Civil Rights Institute in class today (TBD)
Have read (29pp + look at a website):
3. Check out the website for the Legacy Museum: From Enslavement to Mass Incarceration

Oct 26—Case Study 3: Rwanda
***Guest Lecture Writeup/Field Trip Writeup 2 (BCRI or guest lecture) Due***
Have read (28 pages):

Oct 28—Case Study 4: Chile
***Due date for Final Project Step 2***
Have read (28pp):

November 2—Case Study 5: United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
Guest Lecture from Dr. Steve Luckart of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
Have read (27pp):

Historical Sites

November 4—Cambodia: Killing Fields
Have read (22pp):

Nov 9—Argentina: ESMA—Guest Lecture from Dr. Santiago Anria
***Guest Lecture Writeup 3 (Dr. Luckart, USHMM) Due***
Have read (46 pages—I know it’s a lot, but it’s from a non-fiction book written for a general audience, and you have from Friday until Tuesday afternoon to read it. Read about 10 pages a day and you’ll finish on time):
1. Excerpts from Chapter 2, “The Good Sailor,” from journalist Tina Rosenberg’s 1991 book Children of Cain: Violence and the Violent in Latin America. Read pages 79-104 and 120-141. ***WARNING that this reading contains disturbing descriptions of torture and mentions of sexual assault, including rape. If you are unable to read the excerpt for these reasons, contact me for an alternate assignment. Use your best judgment about how to protect your own wellbeing.***

**November 11**—United States: Manzanar

***Due date for Final Project Step 3***

Have read (23pp):


*Student Presentations*

**November 16**—Student presentations

***Guest Lecture Writeup 3 (Dr. Anria) Due***

**November 18**—Student presentations

**Nov 23 and 25**—No Class (Fall + Thanksgiving Break)

**Nov 30**—Student presentations

**Dec 2**—Student presentations